ENCAPSULATED POWER TRANSFORMER

TOLERANCES
DECIMAL DIMENSIONS ±.030
FRACTIONAL DIMENSIONS ±1/32

SCALE: DO NOT SCALE FOR DIMENSIONS ONLY

M. JAFRI 4-18-91
MADE BY

TATE: OUTLINE FOR 1PH. 50/60HZ.

REV: A DRAWN AUTO CAD, SEE DETAILS OF REV. TO OLD GWG. MJ. 6-3-97
REV: B WAS KVA MJ 1-4-99
REV: C REVISED GROUND LOCATION /BJA 11/7/02
REV: D SCALE WAS 3D /BJA 8/6/03
REV: D MADE GENERIC JL 7/14/04

REF: EN-700

DONGAN ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
PIONEER TRANSFORMER CO.

85-SERIES
OUT-1380